Structure and function of the DNA repair enzyme exonuclease III from E. coli.
The three-dimensional structure of exonuclease III, the major AP DNA repair endonuclease of Escherichia coli, has been determined using x-ray crystallographic methods at 2.7 A resolution. The atomic model was fit to an electron density map calculated with phases obtained from three isomorphous heavy atom derivatives. The overall chain fold of exonuclease III is that of a compact alpha,beta-protein of dimensions 55 by 50 by 45 A. The pair of extended beta-pleated sheets pack against each other in an approximately parallel fashion to form the hydrophobic core of a four-layered sandwich structure. These beta sheets are flanked by four alpha-helices that form the outer two layers of the fold. The individual strands of the beta-sheets are in a mostly antiparallel configuration and are linked by extensive loop regions that connect adjoining strands. The structure contains internal symmetry with the two extended beta-sheets and four alpha-helices related by a pseudo-twofold axis running approximately down the center of the two sheets. This internal symmetry is not mirrored in the structure of the loop regions, nor is it detectable within the amino acid sequence. There is a "groove" between the beta-sheets at one end of the molecule that is bordered by several of the exposed loop regions and may be significant for DNA binding.